## HOW TO BE HEARD

### STEP 1
**SHARE YOUR IDEA**
through one of these six channels

1. Call, Email or Write the MMA
2. Policy Forums
3. MMA Website
4. Listening Session at Your Clinic
5. Component Medical Societies
6. Specialty Societies

Upon receipt, your issue proceeds to **STEP 2**

### STEP 2
**ISSUES ARE TRIAGED**

1. Broad impact on Minnesota Physicians?
2. Within MMA's abilities/expertise?
3. Legally permissible?
4. Further information needed?
5. Aligned with MMA's mission?

Issues with the highest impact move to **STEP 3**

### STEP 3
**ISSUES ARE CONSIDERED**
through one of these three forums

1. Policy Council
2. Standing Committees
3. Task Forces

If one of these groups acts on your issue, it proceeds to **STEP 4**

### STEP 4
**LAST STEP!**
Issues are acted upon by the Board of Trustees.

- Board of Trustees

**ADOPTED IDEAS BECOME MMA POLICY**

## NEW POLICY

Sharing your issue made a difference